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Here you can find the menu of Rosati's Pizza in Surprise. At the moment, there are 17 meals and drinks on the
card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What teatonaz likes about Rosati's Pizza:

Wonderful regular crust which is thin takeout mushroom sausage pizza. Sign up with email for a little relief to get
their coupons, as it is quite expensive. Their glass case warmer till you get there for take out could have been
hotter. read more. The place also offers the possibility to sit outside and eat and drink in beautiful weather, And

into the accessible rooms also come guests with wheelchairs or physical disabilities. What Tanya Kindler doesn't
like about Rosati's Pizza:

It's always hit or miss when we order from them. Photo from last night is a deep dish pizza....all dough, no
cheese. It looks like frocacia bread! Thin crust is the BBQ special which was fine, but it did have too much BBQ

sauce on it, causing it to all slip off. I keep trying to order from here because I'm from Chicago and liked the chain
even when I loved there. But enough is enough, that dough I ate last night was... read more. At Rosati's Pizza in
Surprise, tasty, juicy, delicious meat is freshly grilled on an open flame and served with flavorful sides, there are

also delicious vegetarian meals in the menu. Furthermore, you will find original Italian dishes with delicious
classics like pizza and pasta, and you have the opportunity to try delicious American menus like Burger or

Barbecue.
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P�z�
CHEESE PIZZA

Mai� course�
TOPPINGS

Starter� & Salad�
WINGS

Sauce�
RANCH DRESSING

Wrap
THE ITALIAN

Water
SODA

Ad�-On�
RANCH

Condiment� an� Sauce�
MUSHROOM

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

ITALIAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PANINI

PIZZA

Ingredient� Use�
ITALIAN SAUSAGE

BEEF

PEPPERONI

CHEESE

SAUSAGE
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